love and passion.

To open up to life is to be vulnerable. To follow a dream is to be vulnerable. To be who YOU truly are is to be vulnerable. Whenever we strike up a friendship, embark on a relationship, start a new project, or pretty much any activity; we are vulnerable. Every time we close our eyes and go to sleep we are vulnerable, and we trust that after our dreaming we will soon open them again...

Our mission is to attain a society where equality, where social justice and rights of venerable persons are guaranteed through specific projects, we also advocate for the rights of persons with disabilities, including the removal of systemic barriers, the organization also advocate and promote, protect equalization of opportunities and realization of human rights for PWDs to live descent livelihoods.
From a cultural standpoint, coffeehouses largely serve as centers of social interaction: the coffeehouse provides patrons with a place to congregate, talk, read, write, entertain one another, or pass the time, whether individually or in small groups.

**OUR PROJECTS**

**BEAUTY PAGEANTS**

Beauty Pageant and Modeling (BPM) project for PWDs whose main event took place in November 2015 with the support of many stakeholders. The pilot project targeted PWD in Kiambu county's rural and urban residences. The BPM Project is aimed at empowering PWDs and sensitizing the larger community and society about various kinds of disabilities, and to raise members' self-esteem as a result of exposure and interaction with other fellows.

**DRILLING WATER**

bBacha Care Foundation works with existing community based development groups, Government of Kenya (GOK) and other development Agencies. The authorized areas of operations are: Kaumoni Location, Kilala, Kisyungii, Nthangu, Linga in Kaiti Constituency in Makueni County. The organization focuses on empowering the vulnerable and disadvantaged groups. This is done by promoting effective communication between the Development to make informed decisions.

**PROTECTING AGED AND ORPHANS**

In our project area number of Orphan, Semi Orphan and Street Children are found. The problem of orphan / street children is acute due to urbanization and industrialization. Due to the deaths of HIV/AIDS affected persons, Re-marriage of deserted / widowed / divorce women, absence of love and security in the families, Family disputes, Unwanted pregnancy of Trafficking / Sexually exploited girls; these orphan and street children are left without care and support.